Supplement 4. Literature flow diagram.

- Abstracts of potentially relevant articles identified through MEDLINE, Cochrane†, and other sources† (N = 3236)
- Full text articles reviewed for relevance to key questions (n = 784)
- Excluded abstracts (n = 2452)
- Articles excluded (n = 772)
  - Background information=52
  - Wrong population=167
  - Wrong intervention=141
  - Wrong outcome=220
  - Wrong study design=30
  - Wrong publication type =84
  - Foreign language=35
  - Wrong comparison=33
  - No or inadequate reference standard used=3
  - Review not meeting requirements=7

Final included studies‡, §: 12

- Asymptomatic, sexually active men and nonpregnant women including adolescents
  - Key question 1: 1
  - Key question 2: 1
  - Key question 3: 10
  - Key question 4: 10

- Asymptomatic pregnant women
  - Key question 1: 0
  - Key question 2: 0

*Cochrane databases include the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews.
†Identified from reference lists, hand searching, suggested by experts, etc.
‡Studies that provided data and contributed to the body of evidence were included.
§Studies may have provided data for more than one key question.